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Biographies speakers 

 

Constance Classen 

Constance Classen is a writer and researcher based in Montreal. She has a Ph.D. from 

McGill University and has held fellowships at Harvard University, the University of Toronto, 

and the Canadian Centre for Architecture. She is the author of numerous essays and books 

on the cultural history of the senses, including The Deepest Sense: A Cultural History of 

Touch (University of Illinois Press, 2012) The Color of Angels: Cosmology, Gender and the 

Aesthetic Imagination (Routledge, 1998), Worlds of Sense: Exploring the Senses in History 

and across Cultures (Routledge, 1993), and Aroma: The Cultural History of Smell 

(Routledge, 1994, co-authored with David Howes and Anthony Synnott). Classen is also the 

editor of The Book of Touch (Berg, 2005), one of seven books in the Sensory Formations 

series from Berg Publishers of Oxford, and a founding member of the interdisciplinary Centre 

for Sensory Studies at Concordia University, which is dedicated to promoting research on 

the social and aesthetic life of the senses. She is currently editing a six-volume series on the 

history of the senses for Bloomsbury Publishing and is the principal investigator of a 

research project on art, museums, and the senses. 

 

David Howes 

David Howes is Professor of Anthropology at Concordia University and the general editor of 

the Sensory Formations series from Berg. He is the author of Sensual Relations: Engaging 

the Senses in Culture and Social Theory, co-author (with Constance Classen and Anthony 

Synnott) of Aroma: The Cultural History of Smell, and editor of Empire of the Senses: The 

Sensual Culture Reader, among other works. 

 

 

Monika Wagner  

 

Monika Wagner is professor emer. of art history at Hamburg University. She was trained as 

an artist before she studied art history, chaired the radio programme “Funkkolleg Moderne 

Kunst” and was fellow of the Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin and at the IFK in Vienna. Her 

major research fields are: fine arts since 1800, public spaces and especially iconography of 

materials, see: Das Material der Kunst(2001); Lexikon des künstlerischen Materials(together 

with D. Rübel and S. Hackenschmidt, 22010). Berlin Urban Spaces as Social Surfaces. 

Machine Aesthetics and Surface Texture, in: Representations 102 (Spring 2008); Currently 

she works on “social surfaces in urban spaces”. 

 

Garmt Dijksterhuis 

Prof. Dr. G.B. (Garmt) Dijksterhuis is Senior Scientist at Unilever R&D, and Professor in 

Sensory Science at the University of Copenhagen. He studies sensory perception (taste and 

smell in particular), both theoretically and applied, and is interested in measurement issues 

in psychology in general. 



Garmt wrote over 100 publications in the field of sensory psychology, and is regularly invited 

to lecture on this topic. 

Outline lecture: 

The sense of touch is usually presented as one of the five senses, and everything not visual, 

auditory, olfactory or gustatory is brushed under it. But it is not a single system at all. It 

contains many different sensory systems as diverse as temperature, pain, pressure and 

vibration. Even ‘touch’ proper is complicated and contains several distinct receptor types. 

 

 

Ann-Sophie Lehmann 
Ann-Sophie Lehmann is associate professor at the Department for Media & Culture Studies 

at Utrecht University, where her research on materials, tools and practices develops 

historical and theoretical perspectives on the making of artefacts in old and new media 

cultures. Lehmann held a Veni grant form 2007-2011 and participated in the NWO research 

project "The Impact of Oil" (2008-2013); in 2013 she was a scholar at the Getty Research 

Institute, Los Angeles. She is a member of the editorial boards of the Netherlands Yearbook 

for History of Art, Media Matters (Amsterdam University Press) and Kunstschrift. For 

publications and lectures see www.ann-sophielehmann.nl  

 

 

Joris van Gastel 

Joris van Gastel studied Psychology and Art History at the VU University Amsterdam and 

the Università Ca’ Foscari, Venice. His PhD thesis Il Marmo Spirante: Sculpture and 

Experience in Seventeenth-Century Rome was written at Leiden University, in the context of 

the NWO-VICI project Art, Agency and Living Presence in Early Modern Italy. It recently 

appeared as a book. He has held fellowships at the Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz, the 

Fondazione Ermitage Italia, and the Kolleg-Forschergruppe Bilddakt und Verkörperung at 

the Humboldt-Universität, Berlin. Currently, he is a research fellow at the University of 

Hamburg. 

Outline lecture: 

This paper will explore the role of the hands in the modelling of terracotta sketch models, 

focusing on the case of Gian Lorenzo Bernini and some of his contemporaries. While the 

sculptural process is often regard as unidirectional, running from the head down into the 

material, here an argument will be developed in favour of a dialectic exchange between 

hand and matter, an exchange where the sense of touch plays a central role. For a further 

underpinning of this idea, early-modern sources will be introduced and confronted with 

modern-day insights from cognitive science. 

 

Yannis Hadjinicolaou 

Yannis Hadjinicolaou (1983) studied Art History, Indian Art History and Modern History in 

Berlin and Amsterdam. In 2010 he finished his master thesis on “Arent de Gelder's portraits 

and the problem of their formal diversity”. Since April 2011 he was a stipendiary of the 

Collegium for the Advanced Study of Picture Act and Embodiment (Humboldt University 

Berlin). 

http://www.ann-sophielehmann.nl/


Since April 2014 he is affiliated with the cluster of excellence “Image Knowledge Gestaltung. 

An Interdisciplinary Laboratory” at the Humboldt University. Presently he is completing his 

dissertation project, entitled "Thinking Bodies-Forming Hands. 'Handeling' in Art and Art 

Theory of the Rembrandtists". 

 
Outline lecture: 
 

The “thinking hand” is a central concept of Rembrandtist theory and practice. It is mentioned 

in van Hoogstraten’s Inleyding tot de Hooge Schoole der Schilderkonst (1678), where he 

describes the topical painting contest between the artists François Knipbergen, Jan van 

Goyen and Jan Porcellis. Van Goyen’s painting was described by van Hoogstraten: “as 

though the mind and the eye were placed in the artist´s hand”. In this way he emphasized 

the central role of the hand, which has a thinking dimension and acts as an “extended mind” 

of the artist. Form, body and thinking are in the case of the “thinking hand” one entity. 

Examining the “Rembrandtist ideology of painting” this paper, investigating Arend de 

Gelder’s work, will attempt to show the embodied process, in the sense of a bodily 

articulation, during the application of colour.  

 

Piet Devos 

Piet Devos took an MA degree in translation (French – Spanish) at the Antwerp Higher 

Institute for Translation and an MPhil degree in Literary Studies at the University of Leiden. 

He holds a PhD from the university of Groningen, where he has lectured on Spanish and 

Latin American literature since the fall of 2013. His PhD thesis describes the correlation 

between the innovations of avant-garde poetry and the new subjectivistic understanding of 

sensory perception in the early 20th century. Devos is currently preparing a postdoctoral 

research project, entitled "Vibrations, movement, proprioception". While concentrating on the 

same period 1880-1940, it aims to study the exchange of ideas between literature and 

science concerning the haptic effects of modern technology. 

 

Outline lecture  

It is well-known that the Surrealists rejected the rationalism of the Enlightened tradition, 

which they considered to be the cornerstone of the bourgeois worldview and society. To 

oppose Enlightened reason, I will argue, Surrealists attempted to develop a new way of 

thinking modelled on touch or 'haptics'. This "haptocentric" thinking basically sought to reveal 

the interdependence of subject and perceived object (i.e. to touch is to be touched).  

This haptic way of thinking can for instance be traced in the structure of Surrealist texts and 

artworks: these do not result from logic composition, but from the haphazard juxtaposition of 

heterogeneous elements. Secondly, haptics play a crucial role at the thematic level of 

eroticism: in Surrealist art, bodily desire opens the self to the tangible other. And thirdly, the 

haptic interaction between observer and environment also marks the Surrealist conception of 

space: whether in architecture or nature, the subject is constantly metamorphosing together 

with the unstable surroundings. I will discuss these three aspects of the Surrealist haptic way 

of thinking, by focusing on the poetic works of Benjamin Péret.  

 

 

 



Ludmila Rodrigues 

Ludmila Rodrigues was born in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil, 1979). Followed a number of sports 

and dance trainings before graduating in Architecture and Urbanism (UFRJ, Federal 

University of Rio de Janeiro), in 2006. Today she lives in The Hague (The Netherlands) 

recently graduated at the ArtScience Interfaculty (Royal Academy of Art / Royal 

Conservatory). Fascinated by the dynamics of life, kinetics and collective experience, she 

creates situations, spaces and devices for triggering audience engagement. 

'Approximation' is a set-up which invites the public to play a haptic game. Differently from the 

other senses, touching is always mutual. One touches and consequently is touched. A 

dialogue which approaches proximity and trust. 

By connecting their fingers to the elastic system and touching each others' faces, 

participants enter a mirrored experience. 

 

Luis Rodil-Fernández 

Luis Rodil-Fernández (Spain, 1977) is an artist and engineer that combines these areas of 

knowledge into a singular practice where disciplinary distinctions do not exist. He 

approaches his work in the spirit of the researcher, the viewer becomes a user and the 

engagement between the user and the work becomes an experiment. His current interests 

are the human body and the bodily relationships that humans develop with technology. He 

studied Computer Science, Fine Arts at the Gerrit Rietveld Academy and ArtScience in the 

KABK in The Hague. 

For his graduation piece he has developed a system called BRAID and together with 

dancers Demian Haller and Almudena Ballesteros Parejo has developed a choreography for 

a duet rooted in ideas about balance as a metaphor of  interdependency.  

BRAID is a performance environment for networked proprioception. In this environment two 

people are both wired to a device that lets them feel the loss of balance of their partner when 

it happens. When one of the actors leans very heavily towards the left, for example, the 

other will feel a proportional stimulation towards the opposite side. Remaining in balance 

under these conditions is the challenge that performers will face. 

 

Caro Verbeek 

Caro Verbeek (1980) is an art historian who focuses on olfactory and tactile 

art, with an interest in (re)constructing a more sensual history of art. She teaches at the 

ArtScience Interfaculty (The Hague) and lectures at several institutions, such as the 

Erasmus University (Rotterdam). Verbeek designs olfactory tours for museums and advices 

companies in multi-sensory marketing. She has worked at the Stedelijk Museum and is now 

affiliated with the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. She is the curator and moderator of several 

multi-sensory seminars, such as ‘The Other Senses’ (Royal Academy of Arts, The Hague, 

2013). Verbeek just started a PhD on the role of olfaction during the avant-garde, which 

comprises olfactory reconstructions of exhibitions and works of art with IFF (International 

Flavours & Fragrances).  

‘Please touch! On tactile art during the avant-garde’ 



In today’s art, the sense of touch plays a more important role than ever. Due to 

developments in technology, artists now have access to a vast range of possibilities to 

address the senses. In interactive installations and tactile interfaces touching is often 

unavoidable if not essential to the (intended) overall experience of the work. But even 

without these tools artists at the beginning of the 20th century created tactile works of art, 

now mostly lost due to the frequency at which they were handled by hundreds of hands and 

rarely described by art historians in their highly visual approach.  

The futurist tactile poem ‘Sudan Parigi’ (1921) by F.T. Marinetti will be the centre of attention 

in this lecture on tactile art during the avant-garde. There will be a possibility of touching a 

replica by Caro Verbeek and Edwin Janssen. 

 

 


